
Where Do You Get Your Protein? 

This is probably the most frequently asked question regarding a plant-based diet. First, we 

must understand that amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, and out of the 22 

amino acids found in the body, 8 must be derived from food. All 8 are abundantly available in 

raw and living plant-based food, which are the true body builders—especially organic greens 

and homegrown sprouts! Their nutrients are bio-available, meaning, that the nutrients are 

readily absorbed and become available to the target bodily system(s) soon after ingesting. 

Examples of animals that build enormous musculature on green leafy vegetation include: 

gorillas, giraffes, hippos, elephants, and horses. People think they need flesh protein to build 

flesh protein. If that were true then cows would need to eat flesh to get protein. Learn to 

cut out the middle man (or animal in this case) and go straight for the bio-available nature of 

plant-based protein sources. 

 

Great sources of plant-based protein, all of which happen to be my personal favorites that I 

rotate and consume regularly, are: hemp seeds and hemp protein powder, chia seeds, 

spirulina powder, chlorella powder, bee pollen, Purium protein products, Sunwarrior protein 

products, Surthrival pine pollen powder, jungle peanuts, avocados, and—of course—large 

amounts of green leafy vegetables, and homegrown sprouts. Can you believe it—even 

maca, mesquite, goji berries, and golden berries are rich in amino acids. Go figure! Who 

knew we could count on a couple of superfruits, such as goji and golden berries, for a bit of 

extra protein. So, what are you waiting for? Start adding them to smoothies and trail mixes. 

What a genius way to increase your daily percentage. I also enjoy making creamy dressings 

with a variety of sprouted nuts or seeds a couple times per week, which I often pour atop 

kelp noodles, spiraled veggies, or my rainbow salads. 



The simple fact with humans is that we taught ourselves to eat everything. Human beings 

are not natural flesh (aka meat) eaters. Don’t take my word for it; there are a ton of 

scientific facts and research out there to back this truth. We eat meat because as a society 

we have been conditioned and trained to like it and think we need it. 

 

 

 

There is no shortage of protein in the life of a raw vegetarian. Hemp seeds and chai 
seeds are both packed with protein (offering 9-10 grams of protein in every 3 TBS). 
They are also both bio-available and a complete source of protein to boot! With 1.2 
grams of protein per tsp, bee pollen contains more protein than beef, eggs, or cheese 
of equal weight. At 1.9 grams, avocados are a quality source of protein (more than 
cow’s milk). For being fruits, even golden and goji berries provide a substantial amount 
of protein (about 3-4 grams of protein per ¼ C each).  
 
Want more? Look what you can get just by adding one or more of the following to your 
superfood smoothie: 4 TBS of hemp protein powder provides a whopping 15-20 grams 
of additional protein; 1 scoop of Sunwarrior brand protein gives a colossal 17-20 grams 
of added protein; and just 1 TBS of spirulina awards an amazing 6-8 grams of additional 
protein (sometimes more)! 
 
How’s that?!  
 
Now let me ask you, where do YOU get YOUR protein from? 

 

 

 



Cooked Protein vs. Raw Protein:  

A Big Factor to Consider if You Desire Optimum Health and Vitality 

Food for thought: If you are really, and I mean ‘really’ concerned about protein, then let’s 

consider what happens when a protein is cooked. More times than not, when one looks up 

the nutritional analysis of a particular food, you are getting a breakdown of the macro 

and/or micro nutrient values BEFORE it is processed and/or cooked. So, keep this in mind the 

next time you look up how many grams of protein a serving of beef, chicken, or fish has. You 

may want to ask yourself: “once I cook this piece of meat, how much protein am I actually 

getting?” Same goes for cooked vegetarian sources of protein (such as beans, lentils, peas, 

grains, and seeds).  

According to the prestigious Max Planck Institute for Nutritional Research in Germany, 

cooking your foods coagulates at least 50% of the protein, making them less bio-available to 

the body. In other words, approximately half of our essential amino acids—our building 

blocks—become unusable by the body due to being destroyed by the heat involved in the 

cooking process.  

Okay, let’s dive into this a little deeper, shall we? When we apply high heat to food, 

meaning heat that exceeds 115 degrees Fahrenheit, the hydrogen bonds are destroyed and 

the amino acids fuse together with enzyme-resistant bonds that prevent them from being 

fully broken down by the body, creating coagulated proteins. This changes the molecular 

structure of proteins, which are 3-dimensional. Did you know that the function of an amino 

acid in the body depends on their specific structure? That’s right. So, if we denature or 

destroy our sources of protein, by over processing and/or cooking, we are ultimately 

rendering them unable to ‘fit’ and interact with other molecules of complementary shape. 

Think of a broken piece to a puzzle. If you are trying to piece a puzzle together with broken 

puzzle pieces, you will not get a complete picture.  

You see, in order for proteins to be usable by the body, they need to be broken down into 

amino acids. Even our strong digestive juices and enzymes have a difficult time breaking 

down proteins into simple amino acids when they are coagulated and have been force fused 

so tightly together. All the extra work that goes in to trying to pry these bonds apart puts a 

tremendous amount of unnecessary strain on our digestive system and pancreas. 

Cooked Proteins and the Toxicity They Create 

When we have newly created molecules from denatured proteins floating around, the body 

may not be able to recognize them as nourishing nutrients. Instead, they are seen and 

targeted as foreign invaders. This in turn causes our immune system to rev up and put focus 

on protecting the body from something that was eaten, instead of focusing on bodily organs 

and systems that may be in need of immune support. Can you imagine the damage this can 



create meal after meal, day after day? Eventually, an overworked and overstressed digestive 

system will wreak havoc on all the other bodily systems—and may just be the contributing 

factor for disease in the body. 

How exactly does this happen, you ask? Well, when denatured proteins are consumed, they 

can clog up the system, deplete the cells of oxygen and nutrients, and create an acidic 

environment—all of which leads to degeneration. 

It is no secret: undigested proteins are one of the main culprits for allergies, arthritis, brain 

disturbances, dysbiosis, leaky gut, and kidney disorders. However, eating plant-base proteins 

in their raw and/or sprouted state does not have this same effect, as they are much more 

bio-available (meaning, absorbable and assimilable) by the body. 

Hmm, could this be the reason why there is such a dramatic increase in the white blood cell 

count (aka leukocytosis) after cooked foods are eaten? According to David Wolfe (author, 

health lecturer, and raw food nutrition expert), “the response by the human body is kind of 

an immune system response to an intruder or a foreign object.” 

Leukocytosis—a higher than normal white blood cell count—is typically triggered by a 
condition such as an allergic reaction, infection, inflammation, malignancy, tissue 
damage, stress (physical and emotional), etc. It is a reaction that is typically found only 
when the body is invaded by a dangerous pathogen or experiences some sort of 
physical and/or emotional trauma.  
 
In the 1930s, at the Institute of Clinical Chemistry in Switzerland, Dr. Paul Kouchakoff 
conducted research which found the following: leukocytosis occurred anytime an 
individual consumed highly altered foods (such as processed and refined foods)—but 
would mysteriously not occur whenever whole raw foods were consumed. However, if 
these same whole raw (enzyme rich) foods were heated at too high a temperature, 
leukocytosis would then occur. The same phenomenon was observed with the 
consumption of water. Whenever water was heated beyond its critical temperature 
(that is, above 170°F), the individual would experience leukocytosis.  
 
In the research of Dr. Kouchakoff, the worst offenders of all (heated or not) were the 
following: foods which had been processed and refined (such as white flour, white rice, 
and white sugar), and foods which had been homogenized (like milk), pasteurized 
(such as milk and juice), or preserved. Believe it or not, cooked and salt-cured meats 
brought on violent leukocytosis which was consistent with the ingestion of a poison. 

Why Is None of This Common Knowledge? 

I’m going to guess greed. Wouldn’t you agree? There are way too many special interest 

groups and lobbyist trying to make money off the meat, dairy, and food industry at large. 

Also, sad but true, most people don’t really want to know that what they’ve been doing for 



their entire life—especially when it comes to food and beverages they’ve been consuming 

and the lifestyles they’ve been leading—hasn’t quite been in their best interest. Old habits 

may die hard, but with the rate of disease skyrocketing, I’d say it is about time that everyone 

starts taking control of their environment and improving their eating habits.  

What do YOU say? 

 

I share this information with you because I want you to become empowered. Together, we 

can lift the veil of confusion! It’s time, wouldn’t you say—especially where TRUE health and 

REAL nutrition is concerned. 

Please Note: I highly suggest soaking raw nuts and seeds to awaken them from their 
dormant state. Soaking nuts and seeds in room temperature water (with a little 
Himalayan rock salt or sea salt) will work to neutralize the enzyme inhibitors that are 
naturally present to prevent them from sprouting prematurely in nature. It will also 
help encourage the production of beneficial enzymes. In turn, these enzymes will 
improve digestibility, as well as increase the absorption and assimilation of essential 
fatty acids, amino acids, vitamins, minerals, etc.  
 
For more information, including a detailed list of the nuts and seeds to soak (and for 
how long) please be sure to check out “The Science Behind the Soak” and “General 
Soaking Schedule for Nuts & Seeds” of page 26 of my book, SuperNaturawl Newtrition. 
 
With Gratitude, Love, and Light! ~ Karen A. Di Gloria 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1491045426

